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Title: Botanical art techniques: a comprehensive guide to watercolor, graphite, colored pencil, vellum, pen and ink, egg tempera, oils, printmaking, and more

Title: Christmas with Southern Living 2021: inspired ideas for holiday cooking & decorating

Title: The complete autumn & winter cookbook: 550+ recipes for warming dinners, holiday roasts, seasonal desserts, breads, food gifts, and more

Title: The official guide to the TOEFL iBT test

Title: Vanderbilt: the rise and fall of an American dynasty

Title: Writer's market

Personal author: Brands, H. W.
Title: Our first civil war: patriots and loyalists in the Revolution

Personal author: Brown, Tabitha
Title: Feeding the soul (because it's my business): finding our way to joy, love, and freedom

Personal author: Bulkin, Carleton
Title: Dari-English/English-Dari practical dictionary

Personal author: Burpo, Todd
Title: Heaven changes everything: the rest of the story

Personal author: Coble, Colleen
Title: Two reasons to run

Personal author: Contreras, Jorge L.
Title: The genome defense: inside the epic legal battle to determine who owns your DNA

Personal author: Davis, Patti
Title: Floating in the deep end: how caregivers can see beyond Alzheimer's

Personal author: Ehrenreich, Ben
Title: Desert notebooks: a road map for the end of time

Personal author: Elvira
Title: Yours cruelly, Elvira: memoirs of the mistress of the dark
Personal author: English, Charlie
Title: The gallery of miracles and madness: insanity, modernism, and Hitler's war on art

Personal author: Foster, Craig
Title: Underwater wild: my octopus teacher's extraordinary world

Personal author: Goodall, Jane
Title: The book of hope: a survival guide for trying times

Personal author: Gottfried, Sara
Title: Women, food, and hormones: a four-week plan to achieve hormonal balance, lose weight, and feel like yourself again

Personal author: Gray, Tanis
Title: Knitting with Disney: 28 Official Patterns Inspired by Mickey Mouse, the Little Mermaid, and More!

Personal author: Greene, Ross W.
Title: The explosive child: a new approach for understanding and parenting easily frustrated, chronically inflexible children

Personal author: Gupta, Sanjay
Title: World war C: lessons from the Covid-19 pandemic and how to prepare for the next one

Personal author: Habib, Rodney
Title: The forever dog: surprising new science to help your canine companion live younger, healthier, and longer

Personal author: Hauck, Rachel
Title: The Fifth Avenue story society: a novel

Personal author: Helmer, Hamilton
Title: 7 powers: the foundations of business strategy

Personal author: Hinglery, Brian D.
Title: Furniture repair & refinishing: restore, rebuild, and renew wooden furniture

Personal author: Holiday, Ryan
Title: Courage is calling: fortune favors the brave

Personal author: Howard, Ron
Title: The boys: a memoir of Hollywood and family

Personal author: Jay, Meg
Title: The defining decade: why your twenties matter and how to make the most of them now
Personal author: Kieffer, Sarah
Title: Baking for the holidays: 50+ treats for a festive season

Personal author: Krannich, Ronald L.
Title: The ex-offender's new job finding & survival guide: 10 steps for successfully re-entering the work world

Personal author: Ladau, Emily
Title: Demystifying disability: what to know, what to say, and how to be an ally

Personal author: Lawler, Andrew
Title: Under Jerusalem: the buried history of the world's most contested city

Personal author: Lotz, Anne Graham
Title: Jesus followers: real-life lessons for igniting faith in the next generation

Personal author: McDermott, Alice
Title: What about the baby?: some thoughts on the art of fiction

Personal author: McManus, Sean
Title: Raspberry Pi

Personal author: Miall, Marrianne
Title: The eco-Christmas craft book: 30 stylish festive projects that won't hurt the planet

Personal author: Murray, Karis Kimmel
Title: Grace based discipline: how to be at your best when your kids are at their worst

Personal author: Nhat Hanh, Thich
Title: Zen and the art of saving the planet

Personal author: Obama, Barack
Title: Renegades: born in the USA

Personal author: O'Meara, Mallory
Title: Girly drinks: a world history of women and alcohol

Personal author: Orlean, Susan
Title: On animals

Personal author: Pavlovitz, John
Title: If God is love, don't be a jerk: finding a faith that makes us better humans

Personal author: Qadiri, Humayra
Title: Dancing in the mosque: an Afghan mother's letter to her son
Personal author: Questlove
Title: *Music is history*

Personal author: Quinones, Sam
Title: *The Least of Us: True Tales of America and Hope in the Time of Fentanyl and Meth*

Personal author: Ramsay, Gordon
Title: *Ramsay In 10*

Personal author: Recchia, Remi
Title: *Quicksand/Stargazing*

Personal author: Rosenstrach, Jenny
Title: *The weekday vegetarians*

Personal author: Ryan, Mark
Title: *Geometry essentials*

Personal author: Santos, Sophie
Title: *The one you want to marry (and other identities I've had) : a memoir*

Personal author: Shum, Desmond
Title: *Red roulette : an insider's story of wealth, power, corruption and vengeance in today's China*

Personal author: Smith, Will
Title: *Will*

Personal author: Tallamy, Douglas W.
Title: *The nature of oaks : the rich ecology of our most essential native trees*

Personal author: Tibballs, Geoff
Title: *Ripley's believe it or not! : out of the box*

Personal author: Todd, Michael (Pastor)
Title: *Crazy faith : it's only crazy until it happens*

Personal author: Tolkien, J. R. R.
Title: *The nature of Middle-earth : late writings on the lands, inhabitants, and metaphysics of Middle-earth*

Personal author: Tucci, Stanley
Title: *Taste : my life through food*
Personal author: Van Bavel, Jay J.
Title: The power of us: harnessing our shared identities to improve performance, increase cooperation, and promote social harmony

Personal author: Weiss, Kate
Title: Radical sewing: pattern-free, sustainable fashions for all bodies

Personal author: Widder, Edith
Title: Below the edge of darkness: a memoir of exploring light and life in the deep sea

Personal author: Wolk, Douglas
Title: All of the marvels: a journey to the ends of the biggest story ever told

Personal author: Woolever, Laurie
Title: Bourdain: the definitive oral biography